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The coherent component of turbulence in shock-containing flows undergoing aeroacous-
tic resonance often displays a periodic spatial modulation. This modulation is generally
thought to be driven either by the hydrodynamic/acoustic standing wave, or by the shock
structures within the jet. In this work, we examine this spatial modulation and seek to
determine its cause. Specifically, we consider whether the growth of the Kelvin-Helmholtz
wavepackets associated with the resonance cycle is modulated by either of these mecha-
nisms. A combined experimental and theoretical analysis is undertaken. Time-independent
velocity snapshots of screeching jets are used to produce a reduced order model for the
resonance via a Proper Orthogonal Decomposition. Streamwise Fourier filtering is then
applied to isolate the negative and postive wavenumber componetns, which for this flow
correspond to upstream and downstream-propagating waves. A global stability analysis on
an experimentally derived base flow is conducted, producing remarkably similar results to
those obtained via experiment. In both the global stability analysis and the experimental
decomposition, three distinct structures are observed in the spatial wavenumber spectrum.
One of these is associated with the downstream-propagating KH mode. One is associated
with the upstream component of screech as previously identified. The third component
has positive phase velocity, but a radial structure quite different to the other two waves.
We provide evidence that this downstream-propagating wave is the result of an interaction
between the KH wavepackets and the shocks embedded in the jet, much the same as the
upstream-propagating acoustic wave, and has a structure very similar to duct-like modes
previously identified in round jets. A weakly-non-parallel local analysis supplements the
global analysis, and suggests that the growth of the KH wave is essentially un-modulated
by the shocks, at least at the frequencies associated with screech.
I. Introduction
Shock-containing free shear flows frequently exhibit some form of aeroacoustic resonance, the most well
known of these resonant processes are those that produce screech or impingement tones.1 These resonance
processes can be divided into four discrete processes: a downstream-propagating wave,2–4 a tonal genera-
tion mechanism,5–9 an upstream-propagating wave,10–15 and a receptivity mechanism.16–18 Of these, the
downstream-propagating wave is the only process where energy is provided to the resonance loop;2 the
growth of the instability wave is driven by the extraction of energy from the mean flow. Amplitude pre-
diction models for aeroacoustic resonance have remained elusive, despite the fact that models for predicting
resonant frequencies have been available for many decades.19 Amongst the many requirements for building
such a model, accurate predictions of the downstream-propagating component’s growth rate are clearly a
high priority.
It is now well established that the initial growth of the Kelvin-Helmholtz wavepacket can be well predicted
by the careful application of linear stability theory,20,21 even for highly turbulent jets (though this usually
requires fitting an amplitude parameter).22 It is less clear how well such linear models perform in shock-
containing flows; shocks are by their nature rather non-linear phenomena. It is however recognized that
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turbulent structures can undergo significant changes during the passage through a shock wave. Both the
shock and the turbulence are influenced by this interaction; the shock becomes locally distorted, while the
turbulence sees an amplification of intensity and Reynolds stress.23 This amplification has been shown to
depend on the scale of the turbulence, with finer scales amplified more than large scales. The effect of shocks
on turbulence is also anisotropic, with not only the strength but the topology of turbulence altered by the
interaction.24 This interaction may be particularly complicated in the case of the large vortical structures
that make up the downstream component of an aeroacoustic resonance process. These structures typically
span the sonic line of the jet, meaning some portion of the vortex may pass through the shock cell, whereas
components further from the centreline do not. The effect of this interaction (which is also thought to
generate much of the shock-associated noise in these jets) on the turbulent wavepacket remains unclear.
An additional source of modulation of the turbulent fluctuations is the standing wave present in the
acoustic nearfield of the jet.25,26 Formed by the interaction of the downstream-propagating hydrodynamic
waves and the upstream-propagating acoustic waves, this standing wave is clearly evident in measures of
both fluctuating pressure and velocity. In some resonant flows, these upstream-propagating waves can be
extremely strong; whether they have any impact on the growth of the downstream-propagating structures is
an open question.
In this paper we thus seek to answer the following research question: Is the growth of the downstream-
propagating wavepacket in a shock-containing resonant system influenced by either the shocks, or the reso-
nance? To do this we consider three jets undergoing screech, two jets characterized by an m = 0 instability
mode, but with shocks of different strength, and one jet whose screech is characterized by an m = 1 helical
mode, with much stronger shocks. Several stages of decomposition are applied to an experimentally-derived
set of velocity fields. Firstly, all upstream-propagating components are removed from the flow, to suppress
the effects of the standing wave. Then, components of the downstream component are considered in isola-
tion and together. A weakly non-parallel linear stability analysis, and a global stability analysis are both
performed for the case with the weakest shocks.
II. Experimental Database
The experimental database used here has been well documented in prior literature. All cases considered
are from similar experimental facilities (and the same nozzle), however the details of the velocimetry differ
somewhat. Two cases are presented for the m = 0 mode, the A1 and A2 modes of jet screech at pressure
ratios of NPR = 2.10 & 2.25 respectively.14 An additional case at a nozzle pressure ratio of NPR = 3.40 is
presented, where the flow is characterized by an m = 1 mode associated with the helical C screech mode.27,28
A summary of the relevant parameters for the jets is presented in Table 1. All jets considered here issue
from a purely converging nozzle of diameter D = 15mm , with a radius of curvature of 67.15mm, ending
with a parallel section at the nozzle exit, and an external lip thickness of 5mm. The nozzles are connected
to a large plenum chamber; the area ratio between the nozzle and plenum is approximately 100:1. As a
consequence of this high contraction ratio, it is expected that the boundary layer at the nozzle exit will be
laminar and extremely thin (below the measurement resolution of the PIV system).
Table 1. Jet Conditions
NPR Mj Re St Mode
2.10 1.09 4.4× 105 0.65 A1
2.25 1.14 4.7× 105 0.63 A2
3.40 1.45 8.6× 105 0.26 C
For the NPR = 2.10 & 2.25 datasets, particle images were obtained using a 12-bit Imperx B4820 camera,
with a CCD array of 4872 × 3248px, at an acquisition frequency of 2Hz. Illumination was provided by a
Nd:YAG laser, producing a pair of 6ns pulses of approximately 160mJ, separated by ∆t = 1µs. For the
NPR = 3.40 dataset, particle images were obtained using a pair of PCO 4000 cameras mounted orthogonal
to the jet, each with CCD array of 4008 × 2760px. The resultant velocity fields from the two cameras
were stitched together using using a convolution with an adaptive Gaussian window29 using an overlap of
7.5%. Illumination was provided by a Nd:YAG laser, producing a pair of 6ns pulses of approximately 120mJ,
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separated by ∆t = 0.8µs.
Both jets were seeded with 600nm diameter smoke particles,30 estimated based on observed relaxation
times across a normal shock. The pertinent PIV parameters are summarized in Table 2.
Table 2. Non-dimensional PIV Parameters
Parameter Value for NPR = 2.1 or 2.25 Value for NPR = 3.4
IW0 0.12D 0.10D
IW1 0.030D 0.026D
Grid Spacing ∆x 0.01D 0.013D
Depth of Field 0.04D 0.17D
Light Sheet Thickness 0.1D 0.1D
Field of View 5.7D x 3.8D 10D x 2.2 D
Velocity snapshots 10,000 8,000
Figure 1. Mean velocity fields for the two jets characterized by an m = 0 screech tone, operating at NPR = 2.10
and NPR = 2.25.
The mean velocity fields for the cases are presented in Figures 1 and 2. For the NPR = 2.10 case, the
transverse velocity due to the shocks does not exceed 3% of the jet exit velocity, while for the NPR = 3.4
case the transverse velocity is in excess of 20% of the jet exit velocity.
III. Methodologies
A. Decomposition of Experimental Database
The turbulent wavepackets that comprise the downstream-propagating component of aeroacoustic resonance
typically only represent a small percentage of the total turbulent kinetic energy in a flow.31–33 Eduction of the
signatures of these wavepackets from experimental data thus requires some form of modal decomposition.34
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) is the most widely used decomposition method in fluid me-
chanics broadly,35,36 and flow resonance in particular.27,28,37–41 The highly periodic nature of resonant flows
makes them particularly amenable to POD, as it is typically possible to reconstruct the entire resonance
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Figure 2. Mean velocity fields for the jet characterized by an m = 1 screech tone, operating at NPR = 3.40.
cycle from only the leading POD modes;42 a travelling wave structure will be defined by a pair of POD
modes, with a 90◦ phase offset between them.
The ability of POD to isolate the structures associated with the resonant process enables a triple decom-
position on this basis, such that the velocity may be represented as the sum of a mean (U), a coherent uc
and a stochastic u′′ component:
u(x, t) = U(x) + uc(x, t) + u′′(x, t). (1)
To educe the coherent component via POD, an autocovariance matrix is constructed from the velocity
snapshots R = VTV, and the solution of the eigenvalue problem Rv = λv yields the eigenvalues λ and
eigenvectors v from which the spatial POD modes are constructed as:
φn(x, y) =
Vvn(t)
||Vvn(t)|| , (2)
and the coefficients at each time t for each mode n can be expressed as
an(t) = vn(t)||Vvn(t)||. (3)
Since the mode pair represents a periodic phenomenon at the screech frequency ωs, we define:
14,38,42
a = a1 − ia2 = aˆe−iωst and ψ = φ1 + iφ2. On this basis, with the application of a streamwise Fourier
transform, the coherent fluctuations can be represented:
qc(x, y, t) = aˆe−iωst
∑
k
qˆck(y)e
ikx. (4)
Here the temporal Fourier coefficients have been constructed directly from the complex POD mode pair ψ,
such that:
qˆck(y) =
∑
x
ψ(x, y)e−ikx. (5)
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B. Local stability analysis
The linearized Navier-Stokes equation can be written in the form
∂q
∂t
+Ax
∂q
∂x
+Aθ
∂q
∂θ
+A0q = 0. (6)
Here, the equations have already been discretized in the radial direction, so the state vector q contains all
flow variables, e.g., velocities, density, and pressure, at every radial grid point. Applying the normal mode
ansatz
q(x, r, θ, t) = qˆ(r) exp (ikx+ imθ − iωt) (7)
leads to the eigenvalue problem
(−iωI + ikAx + imAθ +A0) qˆ = 0, (8)
where the Ax,θ,0 operators are evaluated at a particular streamwise position x0. The azimuthal wavenumber
m is an integer due to the periodicity of the mean jet. For a specified m, the local eigenmodes of the jet are
given by pairs (k, ω) and vectors qˆ satisfying equation (8). Details on the operators and numerics used for
the eigenvalue problem are reported elsewhere.43
The spatial growth of disturbances can be obtained by choosing real values for the frequency ω, and
solving the eigenvalue problem for complex-valued wavenumber k. In particular, the wavepackets discussed
previously can be associated with the k values related to the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability of the mean
shear layer. If the the growth rates of the Kelvin-Helmholtz modes match those educed from the data, it
would suggest that the observed modulation is due to a linear interaction between the wavepackets and the
shock-cell structure.
C. Global stability analysis
We also conduct global stability analyses to further explore the reflection process and the resulting resonance
and standing waves. The corresponding normal mode ansatz,
q(x, r, θ, t) = qˆ(x, r) exp (imθ − iωt) , (9)
yields a linear system of the form
−iωqˆ−Ax,rqˆ = fˆ , (10)
in which both the streamwise x and radial r directions are discretized, Ax,r is the global linarized Navier-
Stokes operator, qˆ is a state vector consisting of all variables at every grid point in the x− r domain, and fˆ
is a forcing term that can represent the stochastic component u′′ in equation (1) as well as an external input
to the system. Equation (10) can be used to explore the linear dynamics of the jet in multiple ways. In
this paper, we calculate global modes of the jet, which are given by the eigenvalues of the global linearized
Navier-Stokes operator Ax,r.
IV. Results
A. Experimental
The normalized coherent fluctuations (|ψ|) for the m = 0 jets are shown in Figure 3, and for the m = 1 jet
in Figure 4. The coherent fluctuations are quite similar for the two m = 0 modes, with spatial modulation
apparent at both the edges of the shear layer and along the jet centreline. For the m = 1 jet, modulation
of the axial velocity component is visible both along the lipline and outside the shear layer, while for the
transverse velocity component the strongest modulation is visible along the centreline.
The wavenumber spectra presented in Figure 5 are produced by taking the amplitude of Equation 5.
Phase velocity is defined as up = ω/kx; as the POD produces modes correlated to the screech phenomenon,
here ω is fixed at the screech frequency: ω = ωs. Thus the sign of kx determines the sign of the phase
velocity. In our representation, positive values of kx are associated with a phase velocity in the downstream
direction. The dashed vertical white lines indicate wavenumbers associated with the ambient speed of sound
in the upstream and downstream directions, while the dashed vertical red line indicates the wavenumber
associated with the average spacing of the shocks in the flow. All three jets have the majority of the energy
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Figure 3. Magnitude of coherent fluctuations for the two jets where the screech mode is an m = 0 azimuthal
mode. Upper) u = u. Lower) u = v.
Figure 4. Magnitude of coherent fluctuations for jet where the screech mode is an m = 1 azimuthal mode.
Upper) u = u. Lower) u = v.
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Figure 5. Wavenumber spectra for all three jets. Upper) u = u. Lower) u = v
concentrated at a wavenumber associated with a phase velocity of up ≈ 0.7Uj , with radial structures typical
of the classical Kelvin-Helmholtz wavepacket. All three jets also have a component with an upstream phase
velocity equal to the speed of sound, this is the signature of the neutrally-stable acoustic mode previously
documented in screeching jets.13,14 There is an additional “blob” of energy at high wavenumber, observed
for all jets, though with different radial structure for the m = 1 case compared to m = 0.
The standing wave set up between the downstream-propagating hydrodynamic waves and the upstream-
propagating acoustic waves is well recognized as a source of spatial velocity modulation. To determine
other sources of modulation, we remove the effects of the standing wave. This is achieved by removing
all fluctuations with negative phase velocity via filtering in wavenumber space. The amplitudes calculated
only from the fluctuations with positive phase velocity are plotted in Figures 6 and 7. The resultant plots of
fluctuation amplitude exhibit markedly less spatial modulation; it is immediately apparent that the majority
of spatial modulation outside the jet lipline (r/D = 0.5) has been removed. Without the upstream-travelling
acoustic waves, it appears that there is effectively no modulation of velocity taking place outside of the
shear layer. Inside the jet however, significant modulation remains. For the toroidal screech cases, there
is a periodic oscillation of axial velocity fluctuation amplitude associated with the shocks in the jet core,
but relatively little modulation of the transverse velocity component. For the helical screech mode, there
remains significant modulation of velocity in both the axial velocity (primarily on the high-speed side of the
shear layer) and the transverse velocity (at the centreline).
In this paper we will afford little further consideration to fluctuations with negative phase velocity,
and focus largely on the downstream-propagating components in an attempt to determine whether other
mechanisms of spatial modulation are in effect. Firstly we return to the two discrete signatures with positive
phase velocity identified in Figure 5: the Kelvin-Helmholtz wavepacket and the “blob’. We apply a Gaussian
bandpass filter of σ = 1.5kxD in the wavenumber domain, centred on the maximum amplitude within the
local region for both the KH wave and the blob. The amplitude of the fluctuations resulting from this filtering
is presented for NPR = 2.10 in Figure 8 and for NPR = 3.40 in Figure 9. The spatial distribution of the KH
wavepacket closely resembles the distribution in Figures 6 & 7, absent any of the spatial modulation. This
result is unsurprising; the majority of the downstream-propagating energy is associated with the KH wave,
and the modulation in the original data cannot be represented with a narrow bandpass filter as used here.
The distribution associated with the blob is somewhat different. For the NPR = 2.10 case, there is almost
no transverse fluctuation associated with the blob; the fluctuations are largely axial, confined within the
shear layer of the jet, and strongest around x/D ≈ 2.5 At NPR = 3.40, the axial and transverse fluctuations
associated with the blob are of similar amplitude, but go to zero at the centreline for the axial, but reach
a maximum at the centreline for the transverse. The axial fluctuations are strongest around x/D ≈ 4, and
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Figure 6. Magnitude of coherent fluctuations with positive phase velocity for the two jets where the screech
mode is an m = 0 azimuthal mode. Upper) u = u. Lower) u = v.
Figure 7. Magnitude of coherent fluctuations with positive phase velocity for jet where the screech mode is
an m = 1 azimuthal mode. Upper) u = u. Lower) u = v.
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the transverse are strongest around x/D ≈ 5. A consideration of Figures 1 and 2 suggests that the peak
fluctuations for the blob occur around the location of the fourth shock cell for both cases. We now turn to
our stability tools to further interrogate the behaviour of the KH wave and the nature of the ’blob’.
Figure 8. Magnitude of coherent fluctuations resulting from bandpass filtering for jets where the screech mode
is an m = 0 azimuthal mode. Left) u = u. Right) u = v. Upper) Filtering performed about KH mode. Lower)
Filtering performed about ’blob’.
Figure 9. Magnitude of coherent fluctuations resulting from bandpass filtering for jet where the screech mode
is an m = 1 azimuthal mode. Left) u = u. Right) u = v. Upper) Filtering performed about KH mode. Lower)
Filtering performed about ’blob’.
B. Linear Stability Analysis
1. Global Analysis
We first consider a global analysis of the problem. Significant uncertainty remains regarding the effect of
shocks and shock-like discontinuities on the validity of a linear stability analysis; we seek to ameliorate any
such effects in two ways. Firstly, we consider only the NPR = 2.10 case, where the shocks are extremely
weak, and the transverse velocities are minimal. Much of the compression in a jet operating at this condition
is achieved in a continuous fashion through near-isentropic compression waves. Additionally, the inability of
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tracer particles to faithfully reproduce step changes in velocity is actually of benefit here; the discontinities
around shocks are inherently smoothed by our measurement technique. To enable the global analysis, the
experimental domain is extrapolated to a field covering −1 ≤ x/D ≤ 15 and 0 ≤ r/D ≤ 4. Density
information is not directly available from PIV, however by assuming that entropy generation by the weak
shocks is negligible, an assumption of constant stagnation density along streamlines allows for a calculation
of density from the velocity data. This is checked using a tomographic Background-Oriented-Schlieren
measurement, with the axisymmetric field extracted from the path-integrated data using an Abel inversion;44
errors due to the isentropic assumption appear to be less than 5%. The extrapolated fields are then divided
into computational zones as per Figure 10. The core domain covers 0 ≤ x/D ≤ 5 and 0 ≤ r/D ≤ 0.3, the
shear layer zone covers 0.3 ≤ r/D ≤ 0.7, and the far field extends to r/D = 3. Sponge layers are placed
upstream and downstream of the jet, as well as outside the far field region.
Figure 10. Calculation domain and mesh structure for the global analysis.
There are Nr = 300 points in the radial direction: 100 in the core zone, 100 in the shear layer, and
the rest shared between the far field and the sponge layer. To ensure mesh independence, two streamwise
mesh discretizations are considered: Nx = 750 and Nx = 1150. The eigenspectra for both streamwise
discretizations are presented in Figure 11, calculated with a spacing in Frequency of ∆St = 0.05. The overall
trend in the continuous branch is reproduced between the two discretizations, while the modes closest to the
real axis are very similar in both frequency and growth rate, suggesting the discretization is sufficient for
our present purposes. Three modes of potential dynamical significance are observed, with the most relevant
being the mode identified at St = 0.66, very close to the experimental value of St = 0.65 for the screech tone
observed for this jet. While the other two modes have interesting properties that may be of future interest,
for the remainder of this work we will focus exclusively on the mode at St = 0.66, which notably is the
least-damped mode.
Figure 11. Eigenspectrum from global stability analysis for the NPR = 2.10 jet.
We examine the spatial structure of this mode, presented in Figure 12, and present a comparison to
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one of the leading POD modes extracted from the experimental data. A remarkable similarity between the
experimental POD mode and the global mode is immediately apparent. While the streamwise velocities are
not identical, given that the global mode was calculated from a linearization of an extrapolated base flow,
the agreement is surprisingly good.
Figure 12. Pressure (upper) and streamwise velocity (middle) associated with the global mode identified at
St = 0.66, presented with an experimentally determined POD streamwise velocity mode (bottom). All modes
are normalized against their maximum value. All results for NPR = 2.10 jet.
A further comparison is available in a consideration of the absolute value of the eigenmode with the
fluctuations associated with the leading POD mode pair, as is demonstrated in Figure 13. Qualitatively,
the two results are very similar. The streamwise velocity demonstrates modulation both in the jet core and
outside the shear layer for both the global analysis and the experimental data. The transverse velocity is
even more closely matched. There are however also some key differences; the magnitude of fluctuations in
the jet core is much higher for the experimental data, and the modulation of these fluctuations is much
stronger.
Performing a Fourier transform in the streamwise direction allows for a comparison of wavenumber spectra
between the global analysis and the experimental decomposition. This comparison is presented in Figure 14;
contour levels have been chosen to highlight structure other than the Kelvin-Helmholtz wave, which has by
far the greatest amplitude. The spectra of the global mode is cleaner than that of the experimental data,
but the same three structures visible in the experimental data are likewise visible: an upstream-propagating
acoustic mode, a downstream-propagating Kelvin-Helmholtz wave, and the high wavenumber blob. Both
the upstream mode and the blob are significantly stronger in the experimental data than in the global mode,
though they are unequivocally evident in both. Both the KH wave and the blob are at a slightly higher
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Figure 13. Magnitude of fluctuations from both experiment and global analysis. Upper) u = u. Lower) u = v.
All results for NPR = 2.10 jet.
wavenumber in the global analysis than the experimental data, while the upstream mode is essentially at
the same wavenumber (corresponding to the speed of sound in the upstream direction).
A comparison of the radial profiles of streamwise velocity for the three identified structures, educed from
both experiment and stability analysis, are presented in Figure 15. All curves have been lightly smoothed
with a moving average filter to reduce noise; no major features have been removed. The upstream mode
has both the same wave number and a very similar radial structure, though the radial decay is slower
for the global mode. The KH mode has a higher wavenumber for the global mode (kxD = 7.0) than for
the experimentally-educed mode (kxD = 5.5), corresponding to phase velocies of up ≈ 0.6 and up ≈ 0.75
respectively. The radial structure for both experiment and LSA exhibits the characteristic double peak of a
KH wavepacket, though the inner peak is shifted further from the jet centreline for the global mode. Finally,
the peak wavenumber for the blob is once again slightly higher for the global mode (kxD = 17.2) than for
the experimental result (kxD = 14.9). This offset is very similar to that observed for the KH mode (within
the wavenumber resolution limit of the experimental decomposition, it is the same), a point we will return
to in a later section. The radial structure of the blob mode is very similar for the two analyses, though there
is a small peak at r/D ≈ 0.5 for the global mode that is not reproduced in the experiment.
The global analysis has done a remarkable job of capturing the same key structures observed in exper-
iment. Given the assumptions made in both the experiment (that the key dynamics are captured by the
leading POD mode pair) and the global analysis (that the problem can be viewed in a linear framework),
this is a reassuring result. The global analysis predicts streamwise modulation of the fluctuations, though
the modulation is weaker than that observed in experiment. Whether this modulation is a result of changes
to the KH wavepacket or the interaction of multiple waves within the flow remains an open question. To
shed some further light, we turn to a local analysis.
2. Local Analysis
Apart from the reduction in computational time, the local analysis can reveal mechanisms not immediately
obvious in the global analysis, precisely because it does not include the entire domain. An exemplar eigen-
spectrum (taken at the nozzle exit plane x/D = 0) is presented in Figure 16. Eivenvalues thought to be
associated with the three modes identified in the global analysis and in the experimental data are indicated in
the figure. Here a mode with positive phase-velocity is identified as a “trapped” mode;45 this nomenclature
will be discussed further in the following section. The eigenspectra evolves as a function of axial position,
as the radial structure of the meanflow likewise evolves. These results will be used in the next section to
inform both the behaviour of the KH wavepacket, and say something about the nature of the ’blob’.
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Figure 14. Wavenumber spectra from both global mode and experiment. Upper) u = u. Lower) u = v. All
results for NPR = 2.10 jet.
Figure 15. Radial profiles of streamwise velocity for the three modes discussed in this paper. All modes are
normalized to their own maximum value. All results for NPR = 2.10 jet.
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Figure 16. Eigenspectrum for local stability analysis, based on velocity profile extracted at x/D = 0.
V. Discussion
The motivating question of this paper concerned the modulation of the KH wavepacket; do either the
shocks or the resonance influence the spatial growth of this structure? The experimental decomposition
makes it reasonably clear that while the upstream-propagating waves produce a strong standing wave in the
hydrodynamic nearfield, for the flows considered here, there is little evidence that the downstream wave is
itself altered by this interaction; the resulting fluctuations appear to be a simple linear superposition of the
upstream and downstream waves. Whether the shocks act to modulate the KH wave is less clear from the
analysis presented thus far. There are (at least) two mechanisms by which the shocks could affect the growth
of the KH wavepacket: a direct non-linear interaction between the shock and the wavepacket, or changes in
the growth of the wavepacket due to changes in the base flow driven by the presence of shock and expansion
waves. The second mechanism here is ideal for interrogation by the local linear analysis. By extracting the
spatial growth rates associated with the Kelvin-Helmholtz mode as a function of streamwise position, the
local analysis can determine whether variations in the base flow drive modulations of the wavepacket. Figure
17 provides a centreline profile of ucuc extracted from the experimental data, for both total fluctuations, and
for fluctuations resulting from the bandpass filter around the KH peak wavenumber discussed earlier. The
fluctuations are clearly oscillations around the underlying growth of the KH wavepacket; a moving average
filter applied to the data would achieve much the same result as the filtering in wavenumber space. Also
provided in the figure is the normalized growth rate of the KH wave as a function of streamwise position,
determined by the local linear stability analysis. The modulation observed in the total fluctuations is not
observed in the local analysis; there is no modulation of the growth rate matching the length-scales of the
shock structures as is evident in the experimental data. The local analysis predicts the KH wavepacket to
saturate slightly earlier (x/D ≈ 2) than observed in experiment (x/D ≈ 3). Nonetheless, at this frequency,
and for these shock structures, the LSA clearly demonstrates that the growth rate of the KH wavepacket
is relatively insensitive to the variations in the base flow induced by the shocks; the thickening of the shear
layer with increasing axial position is clearly a far stronger effect than anything related to the shocks.
If the local analysis is suggesting that changes in the base flow are insufficient to produce the modulations
observed in the downstream-propagating components of the flow, then the source of these modulations
remains to be established. We consider interaction between the three wave moving wavelike structures in
the flow, as well as the stationary wave structure of the shocks. This is achieved via the application of
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Figure 17. Upper) Time-averaged density field educed from experiment. Middle) Centreline velocity fluctua-
tions from experiment, with and without bandpass filtering around the KH wavenumber. Bottom) Variation
in spatial growth rate for the KH wavepacket, calculated from the local stability analysis. All results for
NPR = 2.10 jet.
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dual-peaked bandpass filters in wavenumber space; the filtered wavenumber spectra are visible along with
the resulting amplitude distributions in Figure 18. The combination of the downstream-propagating KH
wave and the upstream-propagating acoustic mode is sufficient to produce an amplitude pattern remarkably
similar to that of the full field. This reinforces what was observed in Figure 6, where much of the modulation
(but not all) was removed with the filtering out of the upstream-propagating acoustic mode. Interaction
between the upstream mode and the blob mode produces a strongly modulated pattern of fluctuations in
the core of the jet, but these are at a much higher wavenumber than the modulation observed in the total
fluctuations. Lastly, a combination of the blob and the KH mode is considered, and this returns fluctuations
at the same wavelength as the combination of KH + upstream mode, though only in the core of the jet. Thus
the modulation of velocity fluctuation in the shear layer can be seen to be driven purely by an interaction
between the KH wavepacket and the upstream acoustic mode, while the modulation of fluctuations in the
jet core is from the interaction of the KH wave with both the upstream acoustic mode and the blob mode.
Figure 18. Interaction between pairs of modes for NPR = 2.10 jet, represented through streamwise velocity
fluctuations (u = u. Top) Wavenumber spectra. Bottom) Velocity fluctuation amplitude (normalized)
The relative influence of the two interactions is displayed in Figure 19. It is clear that the down-
stream/upstream interaction is responsible for more of the centreline modulation, but that the down-
stream/downstream contribution is non-trivial between the second and fifth shock cells.
The helical m = 1 jet at NPR = 3.40 is also considered, with similar findings. Outside of the shear
layer all the modulation can be explained by the interaction of the KH mode with the upstream-propagating
wave. Within the core of the jet however, the situation is rather more complex. There is streamwise
modulation by both interactions, however the distribution of the modulation pattern is quite different. The
interaction with the upstream mode produces a modulation pattern where lobes of fluctuation move towards
the centreline at an angle towards the upstream direction. Conversely, the interaction between the two
downstream-propagating waves produces lobes that move towards the centreline at an angle towards the
downstream direction.
Figure 19 appears to indicate that the modulation of velocity fluctuations is occurring approximately
at the spacing of the shocks. The shocks are of course inextricably linked to the screech cycle, given that
it is thought to be the interaction of the KH wavepacket with the shocks that produces the upstream
wave. To further discern the relationship between the shocks and these other three wavestructures, the peak
wavenumbers of all three waves, as well as the wavenumber of the stationary shock system, are presented
in Table 3. It is important to note that these are only peak values, and the energy for all modes is spread
around this wavenumber. Given that the spatial modulation could be represented as a beating between
waves of different wavenumber, Table 4 presents the difference between the wavenumbers of the KH, Blob
and upstream acoustic modes. When interpreting these results, keep in mind that the spatial resolution is
approximately 0.3D, that these are only peak values with a spread of wavenumbers around them, and that
shock spacing varies somewhat over the length of the domain. Given the aforementioned points there is a
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Figure 19. Centreline streamwise velocity fluctuations: total, KH+Upstream, KH+Blob, for NPR = 2.10 jet.
Top) Wavenumber spectra. Vertical lines indicate centreline shock positions.
Figure 20. Interaction between pairs of modes for NPR = 3.40 jet, represented through streamwise velocity
fluctuations (u = u. Top) Wavenumber spectra. Bottom) Velocity fluctuation amplitude (normalized)
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clear match between the beat wavenumbers (∆kx) between the KH wavepacket and both the upstream and
downstream modes, and this wavenumber also matches the shock spacing.
This result for the upstream wave is intuitive, if one considers the general assumption that screech tones
(and thus the upstream wave at the screech frequency) are produced by an interaction between the KH
wavepacket and the shocks within the flow. This result reinforces the spacing of the shocks as a critical
lengthscale of the flow; there is currently some debate as to whether screech originates from a single source
or multiple sources.46 This does not close that debate, but the data here fits the picture of an upstream
wave produced by an interaction between the KH wave and a stationary wavelike structure in the form of a
series of shocks.
The beat wavenumber between the two downstream-propagating waves also matches the shock spacing to
within the experimental uncertainty for all cases considered. At this point it seems clear, that much like the
neutral upstream acoustic mode, the ’blob’ is generated by the interaction of the KH wavepacket with the
stationary shock structures within the flow. This is consistent with the spatial amplitude variation observed
in Figure 8; the blob is strongest where the interaction between the KH wave and the shocks is strongest
(this location is consistent with the peaks observed in the spatial distribution of the upstream mode as well).
As is demonstrated in Figure 15 however, the radial structure of the blob is distinctly different to that of
the upstream-propagating acoustic mode.
Table 3. Wavenumbers of wave structures
NPR kxD(KH) kxD(Blob) kxD(Acoustic) kxD(Shocks)
2.10 (Exp) 5.2 14.9 -4.6 9 - 10.5
2.10 (LSA) 7.0 17.2 -4.2 9 - 10.5
2.25 4.9 13.6 -3.6 7.4 - 8.6
3.4 2.8 7.4 -2.1 4.3 - 4.6
Table 4. Wavenumber differences
NPR ∆kxD(KH −Blob) ∆kxD(KH −Acoustic) kxD(Shocks)
2.10 (Exp) 9.7 9.8 9 - 10.5
2.10 (LSA) 9.9 11.2 9 - 10.5
2.25 8.7 8.5 7.4 - 8.6
3.4 4.6 4.9 4.3 - 4.6
What is the nature of this downstream-propagating interaction wave, and what relationship does it have
to the base flow of the jet? One clear candidate to explain this wave is the subsonic instability modes
first identified in Tam and Hu,10 and recently demonstrated to form components of resonance in subsonic
jets.15,45,47 These waves are confined to the interior of the jet, and are acoustic modes that essentially treat
the boundaries of the jet like a soft-walled duct. The radial structure of these trapped waves is qualitatively
similar to that observed in Figure 15, but this alone may be considered insufficient evidence. Considering
the local stability analysis, the duct-like “trapped” mode is identifiable in the eigenspectra (Figure 16) for
the flow at x/D = 0. Here however the wavenumber is kxD ≈ 24, significantly higher than the wavenumber
of the blob observed in either experiment or the global analysis. Moving only a short distance downstream
however, to an axial station at x/D = 1.05, the wavenumber of the trapped mode has already reduced to
kxD ≈ 16, comparable to the value observed both in experiment and the global analysis. Thus the local
analysis is demonstrating that the base flow is capable of supporting a trapped wave at this combination
of frequency and wavenumber. The next point of inquiry is whether the radial structure of the trapped
wave matches that of the blob. This is examined in Figure 21. Two streamwise stations are considered
for the radial profile used for the local analysis. Picking the profile at x/D = 1.5 produces a profile that
very closely matches the experimental signature of the blob, at least until the lipline. This result is however
highly sensitive to the choice of radial profile; moving the streamwise position to x/D = 2.5, close to the
peak amplitude of the trapped wave, produces a poorer result, though the qualitative structure is certainly
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preserved. On the basis of the available evidence it cannot be established beyond doubt that the blob is
indeed a duct-like trapped mode, however the agreement certainly suggests that possibility. This will be a
topic of further investigations.
Figure 21. Radial streamwise velocity profiles for the ’blob’ mode, from experiment, from global analysis, and
from local analysis at two streamwise positions. Results for NPR = 2.10 jet.
VI. Conclusion
This paper set out to determine the source of spatial modulation of velocity in shock-containing reso-
nant jets. The investigation constituted both decomposition of experimental data and the application of a
heirarchy of stability tools. On the basis of these analyses, the following statements can be made:
• Three are three distinct wavelike structures present in screeching jets; one upstream-propagating wave
and two downstream-propagating waves. The upstream mode is the previously-identified neutral acous-
tic mode. One of the downstream modes is the well-recognized Kelvin-Helmholtz wavepacket. The
other appears to be a trapped duct-like acoustic mode with positive phase velocity, though this awaits
final confirmation.
• It is the interaction of the KH wavepacket with the stationary shocks in the jet that selects the
wavenumber for both the upstream-propagating acoustic wave and the downstream-propagating duct-
like wave.
• The superposition of these three wavelike structures is sufficient to explain almost all the spatial
modulation of velocity observed in these jets.
• Outside the shear layer, almost all the modulation is driven by interaction between the upstream-
propagating acoustic mode and the downstream-propagating Kelvin-Helmholtz wavepacket.
• Within the shear layer, the modulation results from both the aforementioned interaction, as well as an
interaction between the KH wavepacket and the trapped mode.
• The evidence suggests that the growth of the KH wavepacket is relatively insensitive to the shocks; it
interacts with the shocks and produces two new waves as a result, but its own growth is unaffected by
this interaction (at least for weak shocks).
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